A new notion of simplicity for recursively enumerable (r.e.) sets is introduced, that of (Z-simplicity or simplicity with respect to arrays of differences of r.e. sets (d.r.e. sets). This notion arose from the method used to generate automorphisms of ^*, the lattice of r.e. sets modulo finite sets, and is a further step toward finding a complete set of invariants for the automorphism types of £f*. The cZsimple sets are closely related to the small sets defined by Lachlan as a key part of his decision procedure for the V3-theory of ^*. Finally, the degrees D of ^-simple sets form a new invariant class of r.e. degrees, since H^D but D splits Li (where JGΓI and L x are the high and low r.e. degrees respectively). This refutes conjectures of Martin and Shoenfield which imply that degrees C of any class of r.e. sets invariant under automorphisms of & can be characterized by a finite set of equalities or inequalities involving the jump of degrees in C. O* Introduction. Let έf denote the lattice of r.e. sets under inclusion. If Jy/ is a sublattice of έf closed under finite differences, let £/?* denote the quotient lattice of S/ 7 modulo the ideal &~ of finite sets. Post's program [11] which has predominated for thirty years has been to classify an r.e. set A by its lattice of supersets / P (A) -{W: Wee?' and AQW}. Further evidence for this approach was the automorphism result by Soare [17] that if A and B are maximal sets (i.e., S/ ? *(A) and r S<f*(B) are isomorphic to the two element Boolean algebra) then A and B are automorphic, i.e., there exists ΦeAut if (the group of automorphisms of gf) such that
However, more recent results [9] show that :?'*(A) = ..ζ?*(B) does not necessarily imply that A is automorphic to B when *S?*(A) is infinite, even if .,5f*(A) is a very well-behaved lattice such as the countable atomless Boolean algbera. To characterize the automorphism type of Ae& new invariants are needed which, unlike /?*(A), relate the structure of A to that of A. (Warning: all sets and degrees mentioned will be r.e.) A second automorphism result [20] demonstrating uniformity of £?* is that if A is coinfinite and low (i. Φ of g 7 * such that Φ(A) -Φ(B), the automorphism method uses a certain covering property [17, Theorem 2.2] of which the notion of d-simplicity, defined below, is a weak version. We prove that there are low simple sets A and B such that A is d-simple but B is not, and hence A is not automorphic to B. Thus, cί-simplicity is a new lattice invariant property of sets leg where rf (0) = 0, and L n -R -L n . The degrees in Jϊi and L γ are called high and low respectively. Martin [9] showed that H λ = M, the degrees of maximal sets and Lachlan [4] and Shoenfield [16] proved that L 2 = A, the degrees of atomless sets. Given this progression of invariant classes, L 09 H l9 L 2 , Shoenfield conjectured that these exhausted the invariant classes while Martin conjectured that the invariant classes are precisely L 2n and H 2n+1 for n ^ 0.
The major achievement of this paper is to prove that />, the class of degrees of d-simple sets, is a new invariant class not of the form H n or L n for any n. This is accomplished by showing that £Γ X £ D, but that D splits L x and in fact that there is a simple set S with no d-simple set recursive in S. The other known classes of r.e. sets which contain members of some degree de L ι -L Q (such as simple or hypersimple sets) can be shown to contain members of every r.e. degree d > 0 using the permitting method of Yates [22] . Such methods fail here because ώ-simplicity is defined in terms of certain arrays of differences of r.e. sets (d.r.e. sets) rather than arrays of r.e. sets.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In § 1 we define d-simplicity and prove that hyperhypersimple (M-simple) sets are d-simple and that d-simple sets are simple. We prove that the class £^ of d-simple sets is closed upwards under inclusion (among the coinfinite sets) and that D is closed upwards and H λ £ />. Finally, we prove that there are low d-simple sets so D [\L X Φ Φ.
In § 2 we review the small sets introduced by Lachlan [3] in his decision procedure for the V3-theory of g 7 *. We prove that no d-simple set is small, that there is a simple small (and hence not d-SIMPLE SETS, SMALL SETS, AND DEGREE CLASSES 137 d-simple) set in every degree d > 0, and that the d-simple sets do not coincide with any of the well-known classes of simple sets. There is a coinfinite r.e. set with no cϊ-simple superset and the class of degrees of such sets is exactly H λ .
In § 3 we prove that the eZ-simple sets are not closed under intersection and that the relation "cί-simple in" is not transitive. In § 4 we prove our most important and difficult result that there is a degree deL t such that all sets of degree <itf are small and hence not d-simple. Thus D splits L lu We use the standard notation in Rogers [14] . In addition let A = *B denote that the symmetric difference of A and B is finite, and A £*£ denote that An B = *φ. 
Each P e contributes at most one element to A, and the lowness requirements N e defined below involve finite restraint, so the usual construction succeeds. Finally, the uniformity condition (b) of Definition 1. Let r(e, s) be the greatest integer used in the computation {e}ί
if the latter is defined and --1 otherwise. Set A 0 = <f>.
Stage s + 1. Choose e minimal such that P e has never received attention and such that
Choose x minimal for e. Enumerate x in A and say that P e receives attention. (If e fails to exist do nothing.) Let A -\J S A s . The second clause in (1.4) guarantees that A is infinite. Each requirement N e is met because each P ίy i < e, contributes at most one element to A. Thus, lim sup s r(i, s) exists for all i and each requirement P e is met.
Our results yield new negative information on the question of what conditions on A and B guarantee that
Let A be low and d-simple, and B be the low simple set of Corollary
which by Proposition 2.3 is not d-simple. Now ^?(A)~S>?(B) = & by [19] but
A and B are not automorphic, because d-simplicity is clearly invariant under Autg 7 . Hence, (1.5) is false for low simple sets and the ώ-simplicity of an r.e. set A is not definable as a property of J5f(A). In [9] it is shown that (1.5) is false for atomless /^-simple sets. It is unknown whether (1.5) holds when A and B are both low and d-simple but this seems unlikely. Maximal sets satisfy (1.5) because they possess a stronger covering property than d-simplicity [17, §3] . It is unknown whether this stronger property is invariant under Aut g" or under what conditions it is implied by d-simplicity. However, the construction of Theorem 1.7 can easily be modified to produce low simple sets with the stronger property.
2. Small sets* A second notion which relates the structure of A to that of A (and is not merely a property of Jtf(A)) is the notion of a small set introduced by Lachlan [3, Theorem 3] as an important ingredient in his decision procedure. In this section we prove that no d-simple set is small, that there is a simple small (and hence not cί-simple) set in every degree d > 0, and that the cί-simple sets do not coincide with any other well-known classes of simple sets. DEFINITION 
(a) If BczACl^N then B is small in A(B(ZΛ) if for all U and V d-SIMPLE SETS, SMALL SETS, AND DEGREE CLASSES
The intuition is that B is sufficiently smaller than A so that any V satisfying the hypothesis of (2.1) must include enough of U so that the union of the d.r.e. set (17-A) with V is r.e. Notice that φ Cs A for every A Coo N (because (U -A) U V = U U F), and for A nonrecursive no B -*A is small in A. (If so set U = N, and V = A -B implying that A jis r.e.) The terminology "small" was introduced by M. Stob [21] after he observed, PROPOSITION 2.2. (Stob) . ( Part (a) asserts not only that C s is transitive but also that small sets are closed downwards under inclusion, while (b) implies that no notion of A being "close" to C can force all intermediate sets B to be small in C. PROPOSITION 
// B is small then B is not d-simple.
Proof. Let B Cs A. Coo N. Suppose that B is cί-simple. Then by Definition 1.1 with X = A there must exist YQ X such that (2.2) Xf)B= YΠB, and
and hence (ί7-A)UΓ is r.e. by (2.
1). But then Z = (U -A) U Y violates (2.3) because (Z -Y) = (N -A) is infinite but fails to intersect B.
M. Stob [21] and, independently, E. Herrmann have shown the converse to be false by producing a simple set which is neither small nor d-simple. Essentially the same proof as in Proposition 2.3 establishes the following alternate characterization of d-simple sets which emphasizes their relationship to small sets. PROPOSITION 
If AC.^N then A is d-simple if and only if for all X 2 A there exists Y such that
To show that every degree d > 0 contains a simple small (and hence not d-simple) set we recall some well-known results. PROPOSITION (Of course the result for B merely non d-simple and not necessarily small follows by the same proof without Proposition 2.2 and the notion of smallness using the downward closure of non-ώ-simple sets of Proposition 1.4.)
Notice that 3> does not coincide with any of the well-known classes of simple sets such as simple, hypersimple, /zΛ-simple, or r-maximal, etc. (A coinfinite set A is r-maximal if there is no recursive set R such that R ΓΊ A and R Π A are both infinite.) Other classes of simple sets are discussed in [19, §3] . All of these but the simple ! and hypersimple sets exist only in high degrees while Theorem 1.7 produced a d-simple set which is both low and not hypersimple [14, p. 138] by the second clause of (1.4). Thus 3f is contained in the simple sets but in no other of the usual classes.
Furthermore, ϋ^ does not contain any of these classes except for the hh-simple sets. Proper r-maximal (r-maximal, nonmaximal) sets may be either d-simple or not. If A is r-maximal and B C STO A Proof. For any 6 6 H 19 there exists B Cm A of degree b by Lerman [6] . Now every coinfinite superset C of B is small because SQΛ implies A 0 £*C, so CczA, for some i by (2.7). Thus, by Proposition 2.2 (a) B has no cί-simple (or even nonsmall) superset.
On the other hand if deg (B) £ H ι then B has a eZ-simple superset D. By [10, p. 306] there is a recursive array {W f{n) } neω of disjoint finite sets with union N and such that | W f{n) ΓΊ B\ > n for all n. We build ΰ 2 ΰ to satisfy each positive requirement P n of Theorem 1.7 (and thus be d-simple) by allowing any x e \J m^n W fin) to serve as the witness for P n . Since \J m<n W fLn) is finite, almost every element x e B may serve as a witness for P n so P n is satisfied, yet at most n members of W fin) are enumerated in D so W f{n) Π D Φ φ and D is infinite.
3* On closure properties of (^simple sets* Many classes of simple sets such as simple sets, hypersimple sets, and M-simple sets (although not r-maximal sets) are closed under intersection [14, pp. 122, 156, 251] and thus together with the cofinite sets form a filter in g 7 . This is not true for the cί-simple sets. Indeed we show that there are d-simple sets C and D such that (C Π -D)C S (CU D) Coo N, and thus C Π D is not cί-simple. We also show that the relation "d-simple in" is not transitive in contrast to the relation "simple in."
To prepare for these proofs we review Lachlan's strategy [3, p. 134] for ensuring 5QA Fix a recursive listing {(U if Vi)} ieω of all pairs of (r.e.) sets, and a simultaneous enumeration of these. We must meet for each i the negative requirement,
To accomplish this we attempt to enumerate a set T t such that if are defined then every x e Ui -A s+1 such that x <£ Γ is enumerated Γ*. Clearly Γ* £ Σ7 t . Now if F, ^ Γ, ΓΊ (A -5) then V^U.ΠiA-B) so (3.1) is automatically satisfied and furthermore lim s Γ\ < oo, so Γi is finite and finitely many x are ever restrained by N t . If 1^2 TίfΊίA -B) then lim s /l = °°, so the first two clauses of (3.2) are met and every element x is restrained by N t for at most finitely many stages. Furthermore, if JV, is injured at most finitely often then the third clause of (3.2) is also met and thus requirement N t is met. Let {{X e , Z e )} eeω and {(U e , V e )} eeω be two listings of all pairs of (r.e.) sets, and fix a simultaneous enumeration of these. To make C and D d-simple it suffices to meet the positive requirement P e of (1.3) with C in place of A namely, 
P°: (Z e -X e ) infinite => (3aO(3β)[α? e (Z

1). The priority ranking of requirements is
, N e , Pf, P e D , There are no restrictions on an element x first entering C Ό D but once there it may not enter C Π D for some positive requirement until it is unrestrained by all negative requirements of higher priority.
Stage s = 0. Set C° = D° = φ. 
Proof. Note that (C U D)
Coo -ΛΓ by the second clause of (3.3) and the fact that Pf or P e D contributes at most one element to C U D. Now by the third clause of (3.3) JV* is injured by P e only if e < i. Thus, for each i 9 N t is injured only finitely often and Tŝ atisfies the third clause of (3.
2). Now if V t 2 U t Π (A -B) then
Ti satisfies (3.2) and JV< is met.
LEMMA 2. C and D are d-simple.
Proof. Fix β. Define I = {i ^ β: lim, Γ{ < co}. Now Γ = U {2V iel} is finite. If i <; e and i ? / then V, 2 Γ< Π (A -B) so no a? is restrained by N t at more than finitely many stages. Thus, for any x$T there is a stage s x such that for all s ^ s x , x is not restrained by any N if i <> e. Hence, requirements Pf and Pf are met.
Certain notions of simplicity are transitive when considered in relativized form. For example, if A is simple in B (i.e., AQB and B -A is infinite and immune) and B is simple in C then A is simple in C. This is also true when "simple in" is replaced by "hypersimple in" or "ΛΛ-simple in" but not for "r-maximal in" or for ). Since Q e contributes at most one element to B and since the negative requirements N t permanently restrain only finitely many elements of A -B from entering B, these requirements Q e can clearly be combined with all the previous requirements in the proof of Theorem 3.1 to obtain the extra conclusion. 4* Degrees of d-simple sets* We know by Corollaries 1.6 and 1.8 that all high degrees and some low degrees contain d-simple sets. It is natural to conjecture that there is a d-simple set in every nonzero degree since this is true for the other known classes of simple sets which intersect the low degrees. To our surprise we discovered that there is a degree d > 0 such that every set of lower degree is not d-simple (and indeed is small if coinfinite). Thuŝ iCΰ and D splits L u and likewise for D replaced by N, the degrees containing non-small sets. We do not know whether D^L λ or whether N -D. THEOREM 
There exists a simple set S such that every coinfinite set A recursive in S is small and hence not d-simple.
Proof. We begin with a broad sketch of the proof and then give the detailed construction. We must make S infinite and meet for all j, a, and e the requirements, Given the hypotheses of R a>e we attempt k to satisfy its conclusion as in § 3 by meeting for every i the negative requirement N t of (3.1) with B and A replaced by W a and X a>e respectively. Namely, requirement denote the position of marker Λ a>e>n at the end of stage s.) Hence, for almost every x = Λ s a>e>n we can safely assume that x will remain in W a until we enumerate in S some y <: u(e, x, s).
Corresponding to each negative requirement N ateti we have a "gate" G a>e>i as in Lerman's pinball machine model [6] . The gates are arranged in ascending order according to index so C? β , β>< lies below G a ', β 
',i> just if <α, e f i) < (a', e\ i'}.
Now suppose that requirement P ό wishes at stage 8 + 1 to enumerate some element y into S. We first consider all x such that y :g u(e f x f s), since such x may enter W a when we put y into S. If some such x = Λ s a>e>n for some <α, e, n} ^ j, then we do nothing since P s does not have enough priority to move marker Λ a>e>n . If there is no such <α, e, n) (and a few other conditions below are satisfied), then we appoint y as a follower of P ύ and we attempt to let y pass through all gates of higher priority than P d , namely gates G< β , βί< >, <α, e, i> ^ i.
If the follower y eventually reaches gate G a>e>i at some stage ί + l^s + 1 we enumerate in X aje all elements xeE{a, e, i, y, j), which is a certain set defined at stage t + 1 and consisting of most elements x e T^U -Wl but excluding {A\ e , t : (a, e, n) <; j}. Follower y is l a t e r released b y G aie>i at s o m e s t a g e v + l t + l i ί E ( a , e, i, y, j) £ Vi, whereupon y passes to the next lower gate. The point is that no xeE(a, e, i, y, j) can violate the last clause of (4.2) if y is later enumerated in S because x e V t already. Now follower y is eventually either released by all gates and enters S at some stage w ^ v + 1, or y is cancelled, or y is a permanent resident of some gate G a , e>i . In the latter case V t Jϊ T a>e ,i Π (X a ,e -W a )f T a , eΛ is finite and so there are finitely many permanent residents of G ayeΛ .
To see that this strategy succeeds in meeting N a>eti we need to know that no new x g E (a, e, i, y, j) is enumerated in T a , eti between stages v + 1 and w. This requires not just a single set T a>e>i but an infinite list of candidates {T a , βti , p } peω , such that T amββUp will be the true T attt ,i satisfying (4.2) just if p is the canonical index of the finite set of permanent residents at gates G a > >ef>iΊ <α', e', ί')^<α, e, i>. (As in Rogers [13, p. 70] let Ό v denote the finite set whose canonical index is p.)
If y and y' are followers of P ό and P ά , respectively we say that y f has lower order than y if j < j' or if j = j' and y f was appointed after y was appointed. If y and y f are followers at stage s we shall arrange that y < y r iff y r has lower order than y. A follower y of P^ once cancelled can later be appointed to follow P jf only if f < 3
CONSTRUCTION.
Stage s = 0. Do nothing. Set Z° = φ for all sets Z, M° = -1 for all movable markers M, and r(α, e, 0) = -1 for all a and e.
Stage s + 1. Perform in order the following steps.
Step 1. For all <α, β> ^ s, if either r(α, β, «) = -1 or there is a y e S s -S 8 ' 1 such that 2/ < r(α, e, s), set r'(α, β, s) = -1. Otherwise, set r'(α, β, s) = r(a, e, s) (whether or not <α, e) ^ s). If r'(a, e, s) = -1, and there exists # 6 TF α 8 such that {e}f s (cc) = 0, choose x minimal for a and e and set r(a, e, s + 1) = i^(β, α;, s). Otherwise, set r(a, e, s + 1) = r'(α, e, s). If r(α, β, s + 1) Φ r\a, e, s + 1) = -1, then cancel every follower of every requirement P jf j ^ <α, β>. If either F(i, s + 1) =£ i^(i, s) or ^(β, OJ, S) Φ u(e, x, s -1) for some a? e Ut^s+i ^0, *) then cancel every follower of P j9 for all j r ^ i.
3. If follower y of requirement P d is at gate G a , βli and w(β, cc, s) Φ u(β, x 9 s -1) for some α ? 6 E(a, e, i, y, j) then cancel all followers z ^ y.
Step 4. Define
Define H(a, e, i, s + 1) = {#: t/ is a follower now at a gate G a >, 9 ',i> for some <(α' , e', ΐ') ^ (α, e, ΐ)} . Choose p such that D p = iϊ(α, e, i, s + 1). Let -a,e,i,p Step 5. Requirement P 3 requires attention if W 3 , 8 Γi S 8 = φ, and one of the following two conditions holds. Condition 1. A follower y of P 5 now at some gate G a>e>i is released by G β>β ,, namely Condition 2. All existing followers of P y currently reside at gates, and there exists y e W] such that y > 2j, y > all previously appointed followers of requirements P άΊ j' ^ i, and F(j,t) ==> u(e, x, s) If no Pj requires attention go to step 6. Otherwise, choose the least j such that P s requires attention and the least y corresponding to P s . Cancel all followers z of lower order than y, and adopt the first case below which holds. Case 1. Condition 1 holds. If <α, e 9 i) = 0 enumerate y in S. Otherwise move y to gate ff β » ιβ » tl », the next gate below G atβtt . Let C be the set of all x such that x e E(a', e\ i\ y\ j') for some follower y' < y now residing at gate G a ', β ',i' an( l following some P 5 .. Define
Enumerate in X a >,<> all xeE (a', e', ί', y, j) .
Case 2. Condition 2 holds. Appoint y to follow P s . Place j/ at gate G a > t9 ' ti ', where j = <α', e', ΐ'>, and proceed as in Case 1.
Step 6 Proof. Suppose follower y of P ά resides at G a>eΛ at all stages ^-SIMPLE SETS, SMALL SETS, AND DEGREE CLASSES 15ί s 0 . Then E (a, e, i, y, j) Proof. First S is infinite since by step 5 Case 2 if y is appointed to follow Pj then y > 2j. It remains to show that for all j requirement P ά is met. Fix j and assume that for all j' < j, P ά , is met and receives attention at most finitely often. Choose s 0 such that no Py 9 j' < j, requires attention after stage s 0 . Now we can choose s λ > s 0 such that r(a, e, s) -r(a, e, β x ) for all s *> ^ and all (a, e)^j 9 because P ά > can contribute to S an element y ^ r(a, e, s) only if f < <a, e).
Next we choose s 2 > βj. such that F(j, s 2 ) = F(j, s) for all s ^ s 2 . To see that this is possible fix (a, e, n) ^ j and assume that for all n r < n, marker Λ ate>n , does not move after stage / y>s 1 . Suppose Λ s a, e , n = x > -1 for some s > v, where x is minimal for all s > v. Then r(α, e, ί) = -1 for all t ^ s^ Hence, by the choice of s 0 and cancellation of step 2 and (4.4), u(e f x, t) = u(e, x, s) for all t^s, and {β}f*(a?) = 0 for all t ^ s. Now a? cannot be enumerated in W a after stage s else step 1 later applies to <α, e) contrary to the choice of s lβ But & cannot be enumerated in J Oiβ at a stage t + l>s else step 5 applies to some P y , j f < <α, e, w>, contrary to choice of s 0 . Thus, Λl te , n = x for all t^zs, and s 2 exists. Set F(j) = \J S F(j, s) = Choose s 3 ^ s 2 such that u(e, x) = tt(β, x, s) for all s ^ s 3 , e ^ j , and xeF(j). Now after stage s 3 the cancellation of steps 1 and 2 cannot apply to P ό . By Lemma 2 there can be at most finitely many permanent residents y l9 , y m at gates G atβtif <α, e, ϊ) ^ j . Choose z 1 > u(e, x) for every xe Ό{E (a, e, i, y ky u = u(e, x, v) , and v such that s <ί v :g t else S t [u] = S 8 [^] , {e}f'(») = 0» and step 1 applies to <α, e> after stage t contrary to the choice of β 0 . Let y be the first such follower so that v is minimal. Then u(e, x, s) = u(e, x, v) . Suppose y follows P ά . Then j > <α, e, i) by choice of s 0 . Now y cannot have been at a gate Gv f# / f< / for <α', e\ i') <; <α, e, i) at stage s + 1 because y&D p . Therefore, y enters G a , eΛ at some stage a x + 1, such that s <; 8 X <^ v.
By step 5 Case 1 x is put into E (a, e, i, y, j) at stage s x + 1 unless either: (1) x e U {.F(i, &): fc ^ s x + 1}; or (2) u(e, x, s λ ) < y and x ê (α, e, i, y', j f ) for some follower y' <y which rests at G a , e>i at stage βi + 1 and follows some P r . But (1) cannot hold else u(e, x, s λ ) < y and hence u(e, x, v) < y by (4.4) and because otherwise y is cancelled before stage v + 1 according to step 2. (Notice that (4.4) also rules out y being appointed too late.) Likewise, (2) cannot hold else u(e, x, Sj) < y and hence u(e, x, v) < y since otherwise y is cancelled before stage v + 1 according to step 3.
Therefore x e E(a, e, i, y, j) and x must have been released by G a ,e,i at some stage s 2 + 1 such that s λ <^ s 2 <* v at which time x e Vϊ . Therefore (T a , e , itP -F<) Πi=V and T a , βtilP satisfies (4.2) so requirement N at0ti is met.
5
Final remarks and open questions* In view of the close resemblance between non-d-simple sets and small sets we would like to know whether every non-ώ-simple set is small. The obvious attack that A non-ώ-simple via X implies A C X fails. If these classes fail to coincide (as seems likely) is it at least true that D= N, the degrees containing non-small sets? The construction and proof in Theorem 4.1 strongly used the fact that S is low. Can this be extended to non-low degrees? In particular, is it true that D Z) Zj? Is there any elegant description of D analogous to the definitions of L n and HJ A major open question is to find all the invariant classes of degrees and in particular to determine whether H n and L n are invariant for every n. In particular, is L λ invariant? If so one should be able to find a condition analogous to "atomless" and carry out the procedure of Lachlan [4] and Shoenfield [16] . After repeated attempts no such condition has emerged. If Z x is not invariant then one ought to be able to prove using automorphisms that for any invariant class C if Z 2 gi C then C Π L x Φ φ. To do this one would hope to show that for any coinfinite set A such that deg (A) e L 2 there exists Φ e Aut g 7 such that deg (Φ(A)) e L^ However, by [20] this would imply that J*f(A) = & for every such A and we have been unable to push Lachlan's construction [2, Theorem 4 ] to verify this. We do not even know whether for such an A and for any 3V3-Boolean algebra & [2, p. 21] 
